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Looking from View of the Customer

Everyone wants this.

- Improved Agility And Speed To Maintain Competitive Edge
- Flexible Deployment Models
- Reduced Costs And Risks
- Dynamic Scaling To Fit Your Business Growth

But what inhibits getting there?

- Where’s my data?
  - Is that data right?
  - System is old and slow
  - No budget
  - No buy-in from Mgt
  - Analytics? What analytics?
  - Software needs upgrade

- Lack skillsets and resources
- How do I hire and keep people with these skills?
- No automation
- How am I supposed to innovate when just keeping the lights on is a full-time effort?
Oracle Services addresses Modernization across both IT and Business Processes

Application and Data Modernization that's Platform Agnostic

Business Process Modernization Lifecycle

Objectives and Approaches
- Agility & Efficiency
- Innovate
- Reduce Costs
- Migrate to Cloud
- Upgrade
- Dev Ops
- Replace with SaaS

Patterns
- Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence
- Microservices
- APIs
- Migrate Apps to Cloud
- Customer Experience (CX)
- Cloud Native Development
- Secure the Ecosystem

Implementation
- Platform Options
  - Public Cloud
  - Private Cloud
  - Hybrid Cloud
  - On Prem

Security Driven Throughout: MSA/MAA | Database Shield | IAM | DR | Blockchain | Cloud Security
Best Practices and Getting Started

Modernizing Current Processes and Technologies

The Value of Modernization

- Central to all business environment changes.
- Delivers Agility, Scalability, Flexibility and Security.
- Allows focus on your core competencies to remove overhead and extraneous infrastructure.
- Reinforces competitiveness through attracting a dynamic and capable workforce.

Think BIG with the End in Mind

- Remove silos. Think big picture desired outcomes.
- Understand first your entire current state architecture. Build to your modernized future state.
- Apply modernization business processes and technologies to initial key areas aligning to your desired outcome and strategic expansion.

Getting Started

A strategic approach to modernization in collaboration with you and your team that includes:

- Current state architecture buildout
- Modernization best practices
- Future state modernization architecture roadmap

OCS Modernization Engagement Service

No need to blow up current processes
Achieve current relevance and excellence through current investments
Adopt modernized processes using Containers | Dev/Ops | Microservices
Boost capabilities with Advanced Analytics | Blockchain | AI/ML
Apply capabilities in deliberate and strategic fashion

Ask us for details and pricing
Our mission is to help people see data in new ways, discover insights, unlock endless possibilities.